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Sketching the Moon: An Astronomical Artist's Guide (The Patrick Moore Practical Astronomy Series)Springer, 2011

	For anyone artistically inclined, observing the Moon and attempting to sketch or paint it can easily become a passion. The Moon presents a broad array of tone, texture, and form. Capturing this in a painting or sketch at the eyepiece of a telescope or even with binoculars develops observational skills, leaves a record of the observation, and...
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MooTools 1.3 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	MooTools is a JavaScript framework that abstracts the JavaScript language. JavaScript itself, complex in syntax, provides the tools to write a layer of content interaction for each different browser. MooTools abstracts those individual, browser-specific layers to allow cross-browser scripting in an easy-to-read and easy-to-remember...
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WordPress for Business BloggersPackt Publishing, 2008

	Blogging has been part of the web landscape for over a decade and has matured into a ubiquitous mode of live communication. The power of blogging has been recognized by the business community, and canny marketers view it as a powerful weapon in their digital arsenal. Done well, blogging can bring myriad benefits to businesses of any size....
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Expert PHP 5 ToolsPackt Publishing, 2010

	Even if you find writing PHP code easy, writing code that is efficient and easy to maintain and reuse is not so straightforward. Self-taught PHP developers and programmers transitioning from other languages often lack the knowledge to work with PHP on an enterprise level. They need to take their PHP development skills to that level by...
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Balsamiq Wireframes Quickstart GuidePackt Publishing, 2012


	I was first introduced to Balsamiq while working as the Director of User Experience

	for a software company in Chicago. Until that point in my career, I had been

	designing user interfaces and clickable prototypes using Photoshop, handcoding

	layouts in HTML and CSS, and spending a lot of time learning prototype software

	like...
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Photoshop Elements 4 Just the Steps For DummiesFor Dummies, 2006
Photoshop Elements 4 is the fast, easy, and inexpensive way to get studio-quality results from your digital images. You can
	Correct color, exposure, and lighting     
	Fix red-eye and other flaws     
	Use image layers to alter the look of a photo     
	Change the background...
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OS X App Development with CloudKit and SwiftApress, 2016

	
		This book is your step-by-step guide to learning OS X app development using CloudKit and Swift.

	
		All the development will be done using Apple’s Swift 2 programming language. You'll see how to define data for your app and build a prototype with Sketch 3 and Keynote. Using CloudKit to store OS X application data,...
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Visio 2007 For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2006
Reveal your inner business artist with Visio
    Turn your ideas into diagrams and drawings with Visio's stencils and templates    

    If you have an idea you want to get down on electronic paper, Visio 2007 is for you, and so is this book! They're both flexible and user-friendly. Here's how to use...
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Designing for iOS with SketchApress, 2015

	Designing for iOS with Sketch takes you through the process of designing your iOS app using Bohemian Code’s Sketch. Sketch is a powerful new design program that is quickly replacing Adobe PhotoShop for many designers designing for mobile apps and the mobile web. This book will introduce you to the program and then take you...
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Architects Sketches: Dialogue and DesignArchitectural Press, 2008
An in-depth study of the methods, meaning and intentions of architects' sketches through time     

   Concepts from architects minds evolve through sketches and as a mode of transference are conveyed to the finished building. This book compares qualities of sketches to reveal unique approaches to the instruments of thinking in which all...
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Photoshop Effects for Portrait PhotographersFocal Press, 2006

	Deepen your bag of tricks by building on tools Photoshop offers to expand your product mix and offer your clients more options to choose from!

	

	Want to offer your clients more to chose from? Here's how: award winning photographer, Christopher Grey, has developed techniques to enhance portrait photography, using the...
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Hello! iOS DevelopmentManning Publications, 2013

	
		Summary

	
		Hello! iOS Development is a tutorial designed for novice iOS developers. Using the Hello! style of User Friendly cartoons and illustrations, this entertaining book will guide you step-by-step as you write your first apps for the iPhone and iPad and add them to the App Store.

	
		About...
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